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1. Introduction 

In cases where patients with diabetes are unable to properly use pen-injectors or needles to self-administer insulin or 

GLP-1 receptor agonist, they may instead use "accessory aid devices" to administer it. This paper outlines basic 

information to ensure the proper use of the accessory aid devices by patients (users). (Note: the paper does not discuss 

the types of accessory aid devices and evaluate each device.) 

 

 

2. Medical devices and Accessory aid devices 

In general, an "aid device" is a tool to support people who have difficulty performing a certain activity, but the 

accessory aid devices used in medical care have no specific definition. They can be divided into two large categories, 

"medical devices" and (so-called) "miscellaneous articles." (Note: Accessory aid devices may also be known as "aid 

equipment," "assisting devices," "assistive devices," "accessories devices," or in some cases "accessories," but the 

term "accessory aid devices" is used in this paper.) In addition, manufacturers and medical professionals use the term 

in a broad sense, and tools originally developed by medical professionals are also usually called accessory aid devices. 

From a regulatory perspective, the Act on Securing Quality, Efficacy and Safety of Products Including 

Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices ("PMD Act") defines medical devices as "appliances or instruments, etc. which 

are intended for use in the diagnosis, treatment or prevention of disease in humans or animals, or intended to affect 

the structure or functioning of the bodies of humans or animals (excluding regenerative medicine products), and which 

are specified by Cabinet Order. (Article 2-4)." In this context, the accessory aid devices designed to attach to pen-

injectors or needles, which are exclusively used to administer insulin or GLP-1 receptor agonist injections, are 

accessories to facilitate use of appliances or instruments, etc. which are intended for the treatment of disease in 

humans. These devices are categorized as "medical devices" or "miscellaneous articles," depending on the level of 

risk. Medical devices are rated by their risk in four classes from I through IV and are regulated by the applicable laws 

and regulations, which require notification, third party certification, and/or ministerial approval depending on the risk 

class of the device. On the other hand, miscellaneous articles are to have a lower risk than the Class I medical devices 

(that are deemed by Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare (MHLW) to pose an almost insignificant risk to human 

life and health in the event of malfunction or side effects), or to be risk-free. In clinical applications, however, even 

if accessory aid devices are in the "miscellaneous articles" category, when they are used for self-administration of 

insulin or GLP-1 receptor agonist injections (deleterious drugs) by patients, it is vital to ensure that patients use the 

devices safely, taking into consideration the risk to the human body. 
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3. Basic policies for clinical application of accessory aid devices 

In clinical settings, accessory aid devices play a supportive role in securing the proper (safe and effective) use of 

medicines and medical devices. Therefore, in principle, the introduction of accessory aid devices should be considered 

only under unavoidable circumstances where patients (users) are unable to deal with medicines and medical devices 

properly. Introducing accessory aid devices does not always enable patients (users) to practice proper techniques. On 

the contrary, it is possible that using an aid device will adversely affect the intended function of the medical device in 

question. Considering the occurrence of potential problems such as these, medical professionals have to confirm and 

evaluate the long term safety and effectiveness of the devices before and after they are introduced. Accessory aid 

devices require precautions for use, similar to those for medicines and parent medical devices. It is essential for 

healthcare providers to consider the way that accessory aid devices are carried, their storage condition, their 

reattachment to a start new pen-injector, and their durability for long-term use, and to establish an official contact for 

inquiries and/or a support system through a medical institution. It should be noted that when explaining to patients 

(users) how to use an aid device which is categorized as a "miscellaneous article," medical professionals must exercise 

extreme caution to avoid using any expression which might conflict with the regulatory definition of the medical 

device (especially in terms of its effectiveness and capacity). 

 

 

4. Precautions for medical professionals when dealing with accessory aid devices 

(1) Concerning accessory aid devices 

a. Confirmation of the adaptability of an aid device to the pen-injector/needle used and comprehension of its 

properties 

First, ensure the selected aid device supports the particular pen-injector/needle used by the patients (users). If not, do 

not use it. Note that some accessory aid devices made by different manufacturers are attachable even if they are not 

designed for use with the pen-injector/needle. Next, fully comprehend the properties (features) of the aid device in 

question and precautions for use thereof. Also, identify how using the device influences the regular techniques to use 

the pen-injector/needle (when multiple accessory aid devices will be used, identify the influences of each device). 

Some accessory aid devices might adversely affect the dose of medicines and/or drug metabolism and disposition if 

they are used inappropriately, so identify the degree of risk and available measures. 

 

b. Provision of a user manual for the aid device  

Prepare a written instruction (description) for patients (users) so that they know how to use their accessory aid devices. 

When preparing written instructions for accessory aid devices which are categorized as "miscellaneous articles," avoid 

using any expression which might conflict with the regulatory definition of the medical device (especially in terms 

of effectiveness and capacity). 

 

(2) Concerning patients (users): at the time of the introduction 

c. Confirmation of appropriateness and necessities 

List clearly the reasons, needs, and benefits of introduction (use) of accessory aid devices for patients (users) 
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beforehand. Then, be sure to share the information such as adaptability of the aid device and the status of introduction 

and implementation with the attending physicians and facility medical staff. 

 

d. Ensuring of patients' comprehension of the user manual and proper handling of accessory aid devices 

Ensure that patients (users) have fully understood the description in the written instructions provided and that they 

are able to use the aid device in question properly. Also, confirm with patients (users) that it is not acceptable to use 

the device for purposes other than intended purpose. 

 

e. Confirmation of the limitations 

The introduction of the aid device for patients (users) does not always achieve the main objective of using it. Assess 

the limitations of performance of the device in question in advance and confirm the results after the introduction. 

Confirm if a patient (user) needs assistance when using it, and when caregivers/helpers are needed, deal with them as 

users.  

 

f. Measures against problems 

Ensure that patients (users) are able to handle problems that occur with the use of accessory aid devices appropriately 

by themselves. 

 

g. Explanation and consent 

Explain how to use the aid device in detail to patients (users) before application, and obtain the consent (usually 

written) to use it. In particular, explain to patients that the aid device in question is supplied by a manufacturer or is a 

newly developed by a healthcare provider, which should be clarified in their pharmaceutical care records. 

 

(3) Concerning patients (users): after the introduction 

h. Confirmation and evaluation of the usage status 

At least at the first consultation after the introduction, confirm whether patients (users) have been able to properly 

use, store, and maintain the aid device and evaluate the degree to which the main goal of using the device has been 

achieved. If you find any problems, retrain the patients (users). Write down the degree to which the main goal of using 

the device has been achieved in the patient’s pharmaceutical care records. 

 

i. Evaluation of the accessory aid devices when used over an extended period 

If the aid device is used continually (or for long periods), regularly check the condition and proper functioning of the 

device and ensure that patients (users) have no problems using it. 

 

(4) Concerning safety management 

j. Provision of solutions against problems 

If problems frequently occur or there are other matters of concern, explain specific measures (solutions) to patients 

(users) beforehand. It is also recommended to set the period of use or replacement time of the aid device considering 

its durability. Establish an official contact for inquiries and/or a support system as a medical institution to be ready 
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for the case of loss of the device or any other accidents. 

 

 

5. Conclusion 

This paper has so far described precautions and notes for the use of the accessory aid devices. Pharmacists and other 

healthcare providers are required to fully understand the selected aid device in relation to an individual patient (user) 

and deal with each case properly when instructing the patient how to self administer insulin or GLP-1 receptor agonist 

injections. This paper was originally created as an appendix to "A Handbook for Pharmaceutical Management for 

Diabetes: Guidebook for diabetes pharmacotherapy certified pharmacists (in Japanese)" (ed. by Japan Pharmaceutical 

and Diabetes Society, Jiho Inc.) and is intended for broader distribution. 
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